
SMCS - Rising Kindergarten Summer Activities & Resources

This age group in particular thrives with a structured/scheduled day. It can be useful for them to
continue a structured/routined day during the summer so they know what to expect. This
structure/routine will set them up for success in August when they return to school.

Task/Skill Examples

-Practice writing letters and numbers
-Practice writing name/family members
names (*Names- first letter should be
uppercase the rest should be lowercase)
-Practice writing words (copying words from a
book or trying to sound out words to spell on
their own)

Chalk
Shaving cream
Sand
Writing with water and a paintbrush on the
sidewalk
Rainbow write
Build with playdough
Roll & write

REVIEW LETTER SOUNDS Have your child create simple flashcards that
you can practice over breakfast or snack (You
can buy notecards from the dollar store or
make your own out of paper)– it doesn’t need
to take a lot of time :)

Sort items/pictures by beginning sound:
Ball, box, bag
Picture, purse, pencil

We are very familiar with the routine of saying
“Letter is ____, sound is ____” and going
through the alphabet saying this for each
letter

Using scissors (cutting straight lines, curved
lines, shapes, etc.)

PLAY! -Play with new friends, old friends, family
members, etc.
-Sharing and taking turns
-Using their words to solve any problems
-Play on playground equipment to keep gross
motor muscles strong!
-Play with objects like tweezers, stringing
beads, playdough, and puzzles for fine motor
muscles.

Read with your child! -Keep track of how many books you read
over the summer to share with your
kindergarten teacher
-Talk about the parts of the book: title,



author/illustrator, spine, front cover, back
cover
-Pointing to the words as you read so they
pick up on reader behaviors
-Have them point out any words they
recognize
-Stop and have them make a prediction on
what will happen next
-Public libraries are GREAT resources! Often
public libraries have programs over the
summer!

Talk to your child -Remind them to use details
-Ask questions
-Encourage complete sentences when they
are talking
-Set aside an amount of time daily for
uninterrupted talking :)

Rhyming practice -Singing ‘Down By the Bay’ is a fun way to
practice rhyming
-There are so many free sorts on the internet
-You can give them a word or two and see if
they can come up with other words that
rhyme

Counting (up to 20 or beyond) -Counting shells on the beach, gummies in a
pouch, stoplights that are passed, legos in a
pile, etc.

Making patterns AB
ABB
AABB
ABC

Playing board games/games as a family -Practice taking turns
-Practice winning
-Practice losing :)
-Practice following directions

Reading sight words Here is the list of sight words we have
learned this year:

a and are

at can do

go have here

I in is



it like me

of the this

to was we

what you

Memory/Matching game
BINGO
SCOOT

You can play with letters, numbers, rhyming
words, numeral/amount, etc.

Crafts -drawing
-painting/watercolors
-cutting out shapes & using glue
-making little books (fold paper in half and
staple)

Science Experiments Pinterest has TONS of ideas on simple, age
appropriate science experiments

Simple Addition & Subtraction Adding two groups together (writing the
number sentence with some sort of
manipulative)

Subtracting (taking away) (writing the number
sentence with some sort of manipulative)

Counting Syllables Can be a fun game wherever you are! (the
beach, the pool, the grocery store)
How many syllables in _____?

Graphing They have LOVED this throughout the year—
surveying a group with a question then
graphing the answer with a bar graph

How many people want a hotdog or
hamburger for your summer cookouts?

How many people want milk or water with
lunch?

Sorting -color
-size
-shape
-texture


